evidence  supports   these  findings,   and Metric does  not  contest   them on review.
There is   no hint  in  the record  that  the  employees  fraudulently   expressed  a
fear of   the working conditions.     Because  they shared a  reasonable,   good
faith belief   that  their working environment was unsafe,   their  work refusal
was  protected  under  the Act.       See Robinette,   supra.
A complainant  establishes a  prima facie case of  discrimination under  the
Mine Act  by proving that he engaged  in protected activity and   that   the adverse
action complained of  was motivated  in any  part  by   the  protected  activity.     See,
for example,   Ho His v.  Consolidation Coal Co.,   6 FMSHRC 	,   Docket No.
WEVA 81-480-D, slip op. at 5-6 (January 9, 1984), and cases cited. In cases
involving a miner's work refusal, one of the factors which may he considered
in determining the intent behind the adverse action is the reasonableness of
the operator's reaction to the work refusal.
We have  held  that a miner refusing   to work on  the  basis  of a  good  faith,
reasonable  belief  in a hazard  "should  ordinarily  communicate,   or  at  least
attempt   to communicate,   to some  representative of   the  operator  his belief  in'
the   ...   hazard  at  issue."    Secretary; on  b^haj.f  oj^ Duumire^ and  Eatle v.
Northern  Coal Co. ,   4 FMSHRC 126,  133  (Feburary  1982).     A corresponding rule
of reason applies   to   the  operator's  response as well.     Thus,   as we recently
stated,   "Once  a  reasonable good   faith  fear   in a hazard   is  expressed  by   the
miner,   the operator has  an obligation  to  address   the  perceived  danger."
Secretary on  behalf of  Pratt v.   River Hurricane  Coal  Co.,   Inc.,   5  FMSHRC  1529,
1.534   (September  1983).    _See also ^Becre• t_a_r_y_ on  behalf  oEjkish  v.   Union Carbide
Corp.,   5   FMSHRC 993,   997-99   (June 1983).     If  an operator  precipitately dis-
ciplines  a miner,   without  attempting  in any manner  "to   address   the perceived
danger,"   it does  so at its  own  legal  risk if:   it   is   later  determined  in
litigation under   the Act   that   the work  refusal  was  protected.
The  judge's  decision accords with   these  general  principles.     The  judge
found   that Metric did not reasonably  believe   that   the working   conditions  com-
plained of  were safe.     The  evidence  in  this   record  as   to   the  hazardous  nature
of the conditions  is  strong.    Metric  presented  no  evidence   from which  it could
be concluded   that  It  reasonably  believed   the hazards  did  not   exist.     Nor  did
Mettle's  supervisory  personnel   take any  action which  implied   that   they  reason-
ably believed  the conditions were not hazardous.     As   the  judge noted,   none of
Metric1 a  personnel  investigated   the complaints   to determine   their validity,   and
Simpson did  not even advise the  project  superintendent  that   the  safety complaints
had been mad a.   4/
_4/      Metric argues   that   its   termination of   the employees1   cou Ld  not have, been
motivated by   their  protected safety  complaints  because   Project  Superintendent
Jones,   who made   the decision  to   terminate,  was not   told  of   their  protected
activity.     It   Irs  clear,   however,   that  Might  Superintendent   Simpson knew why   ;
the 'men were   refusing   to  work.     An operator may  not escape   responsibility by
pleading   Ignorance due   to   the division of   company  personnel   functions.     See,
for example,   Allegheny  Pens! Cola   Bottling  Co.  v.   KLRB,   312   F.2d  '529,   531   (3rd
Cir.   L962).     Accordingly,   the  fact   that  >!ight   Superintendent   Simpson did  not
communicate   the  miners*   safety  concerns   to  Project  Superintendent Jones
cannot  serve   to   Insulate  Metric   from  liability   for   this   unlawful'discharge.
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